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View from the Chair
Vulnerability
“We can measure how brave you are by how vulnerable
you’re willing to be.”—Brene Brown

www.umasc.org

of a stroke. At the same time, I checked my arms and legs
for movement and realized everything else seemed
normal. It was just my speech that was different and a
problem. Quite scared and confused, I was on the phone
when a friend told me it sounded to her like I was having
a stroke. She and my neighbor, a doctor, got me to the
emergency room immediately.

Little did I realize how
vulnerable I would have to be
in my life from this particular
day onward.

I had indeed had a stroke. Numerous hospital tests
determined what had caused the stroke, and soon I was
home with a clear understanding of how this happened
and why my blood pressure was so high and out of
control. The Pandemic had caused me to give up going to
On July 10, 2020, I got up at the gym three times a week for Fit for Life and Pickleball
6:30, walked downstairs to
twice a week. I just had not been getting my usual
feed my two cats, and, in my exercise for the last five months. I was embarrassed and in
usual manner, greeted Georgia disbelief that this could happen to me as I was an athlete
and Vincent as I filled their
who had been active my whole life. I now found myself
bowls. I say I greeted them in tired most of the time and physically exhausted from
my usual manner. But it was
speaking. It took so much energy thinking about what I
anything but usual, as I was
would say, and then it would frustrate me if it did not
having great difficulty forming ordinary everyday words. come out the way I wanted. I was becoming very aware
And I sounded very robotic as my speech pattern had no that I was living with dysarthria, a speech disorder that
rhythm. Not knowing what was going on, I ran upstairs to causes people to have trouble forming words clearly. It
check my smile in the mirror to see if there was any sign made me fear talking on the phone or running into a friend
at the market—struggling to speak through a mask.
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I was feeling very vulnerable. I had so much uncertainty
with my speech, and I felt such a risk for emotional
exposure. I started to question how or even if I would be
able to continue as a leader for UMASC. I knew I had to
do something to let everyone know what was going on
with my speech, so on a friend’s advice, I took a risk and
wrote a letter to the UMASC Board and the various
committees explaining that I had had a stroke which had
affected my speech. Their responses were encouraging
and assuring that they would help support me throughout
the many Zooms we had ahead of us. The Pandemic and
isolation, virtual encounters on zoom, and the emotional
risk and exhaustion from speaking all contributed to a
struggle to not fall into depression.
At this same time, I started speech therapy with Sarah,
who also assured me that we could make good progress
with restoring my speech to where I could feel more
comfortable speaking—even if it could not be back 100%
to where it was before the stroke. Sarah was the perfect fit
for me as she designed a program that included activities

that addressed any problems I was experiencing; we
worked so well together once a week for eight months.

Bit by the geology bug, so to speak, I started to think a
little more seriously about Mick’s request. My knowledge
of the bedrock geology of Maine was basic at best.
So how are things going for me in 2021?
Furthermore, what I had learned in the past had mostly
been forgotten. Since college, I have always wanted to
I feel confident and able to continue in my leadership role take a deep dive into understanding the bedrock geology
here at Senior College. I have a true appreciation for all
of Maine, and finally, I had an excuse, and now, with
the wonderful volunteers on the committees and Board of retirement, the time.
Directors that I have met with for the past year. They
have all been very understanding, patient, and supportive I dusted off my old 1985 Bedrock Geologic Map of
in all our meetings. I am thankful for my family and
Maine, hung it on the wall, and started to hunt for places
friends who have been so loving and helpful by providing that would be suitable for a group visit from Senior
laughter when I so needed it.
College. I started reviewing the online resources available
at the Maine State Geological Survey. Especially helpful
I still feel vulnerable in new situations since I see people was a series of articles in Maine Geologic Facts and
and go places I have not been to in a year. We are all
Localities.
dealing with how the Pandemic has affected our lives
over the last year and a half. Speech can be difficult at
Site selection criteria were quite simple. I needed to find
times, but thanks to my work with Sarah, I have a folder sites within an hour-and-a-half or so drive from Augusta.
full of activities or tools that I can pull out and practice. I They needed to be open to the public, to have restrooms
have learned to accept that my speech will not be back to (or otherwise), and ample parking. Most importantly, the
how it was before the stroke. According to the
bedrock geology had to be interesting and easily
vulnerability researcher, Brene Brown, facing our
accessible, with a good lunch stop nearby.
vulnerability takes a great deal of courage. It is not about
winning or losing but having the courage to show up
I was looking for thought-provoking outcrops that offer
when you can’t control the outcome. Accepting these
up a puzzle when you look at them. How many different
changes in my speech is difficult and takes courage. For geologic events shaped this outcrop? Which event came
me, the outcome of being able to continue with Senior
first? What happened next? How does this outcrop fit into
College is most rewarding, and I am grateful for all who Maine’s geologic history? It’s great fun to ponder over
contributed to making this happen.
these puzzles.
This is my story of vulnerability. We all have our
stories… What is yours? Do you see vulnerability as a
weakness or instead as an opportunity to take the
challenge and grow from it? Maybe next time you feel
vulnerable, you can lean into the discomfort, take that
risk, ask for help, and make connections. Perhaps we can
all learn how to embrace vulnerability.

With Louis as my driver and a lap full of maps, we
started the hunt last September. As long as it wasn’t
raining or snowing, we were out and about. Searching for
sites is like going on a scavenger hunt. Our goal was to
find at least one prize, one potential site, on every day
trip. Every trip was an adventure.

The most fascinating bedrock outcrops turn out to be
those that are at the coast.
The coast of Maine has
some of the oldest and most
Planning a New Class for Senior College
complex rocks in the state. I
have lost count of the
As a recent office-staff volunteer for
number of sites we visited,
UMA Senior College, I made the
perhaps two dozen,
mistake of mentioning to Mick
checking out lunch stops
O’Halloran that I am a retired
and other attractions, such
geologist. His eyes lit up, and the
as museums, along the way.
next question was, “Can you put a
We visited bedrock
field trip together for Senior
outcrops located in
College?” I forgot about the request
Georgetown, Newagan,
for a while, and then last summer,
Boothbay Harbor,
my husband Louis and I went out
Pemaquid, Friendship,
looking for bees because he was a
Tenants
Harbor,
Port
Clyde,
Owls
Head, Camden,
volunteer for a UMO bumblebee atlas program. We were
Rockport,
and
Rockland
before
running
into the snow
at Fort Edgecomb, and I made the mistake of looking at
season.
the rocks.
Carole Baldwin, UMASC Board Chair
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I was disappointed to find that so little of the coast is
available for public access. Only about three percent of
Maine’s coast is accessible to the general public. The
other limitation at many of the sites is a lack of sufficient
parking.

seeking out the best lunch stops. The class trips will start
in September. I’ve never been a formal teacher, so this
will be a new experience for me and prospective students.

We visited state parks, public boat launches, and public
preserves. Some of the sites, such as Reid State Park,
Pemaquid Point, and Marshall Point, easily met the
criteria. Our search led us to many public preserves that
we had no idea existed. Nicely wooded walking trails
lead to old foundations, coastal bedrock outcrops, small
unknown beaches, and outstanding views.
Other visits were less successful, notably our search for
the Thomaston Quarry at the Maine State Prison. Based
on a 2002 Maine Geologic Facts and Localities
publication, we went looking for the quarry, thinking that
this would be an easy stop. We drove back and forth by
where we thought the quarry should have been several
times and finally realized that the Thomaston Quarry had
been filled in when the State Prison was demolished. It is
now a lovely public park. Not a rock in sight.

For this upcoming fall Senior College session, we finally
settled on five field trips. We will visit Birch Point State
Park in Owls Head, Pemaquid Point and Pemaquid
Beach, Reid State Park, Marshall Point at Port Clyde, and
finally, a hodge-podge of bedrock sites in Augusta.

Senior College gave me a great excuse to dive deeply into
geology and create a class. I encourage anyone who has a
special skill and some extra time to consider sharing that
skill with other Senior College members. It’s never too
late to go back to a specialized knowledge or skill that
you have, update your skills, and share them with others.
The Senior College staff provides support,
encouragement, and guidance. I hope that as you read this
article, you might consider putting together a course of
your own for Senior College. It is a fun, rewarding, and
worthwhile challenge.
Cheryl Fontaine

Sing, Sing on Zoom
I am a member of the CODA
Chorus, a community chorus
based in Winthrop. The
group has been singing for
54 years, and some of our
members have sung in every
concert! In pre-pandemic
times, we were 70 members
strong with an average age of
about 70 years. As we were
preparing our spring 2020
concert filled with lively and
patriotic songs to celebrate
Maine’s bicentennial, Covid19 hit. We have not met in
person since. And the final cymbal crash—our Director
resigned!

I am totally enjoying not only the outdoor excursions but
also the background research and planning that it takes to
create this course. I spent the entire COVID-19 winter
updating my geologic skills. I went back to my original
college textbooks and class notes and did a deep dive into
the Internet, reviewing websites and professional papers
for any new information that I could find. I learned about
the most recent theories on the history of the earth, the
evolution of the continents, and the causes of the
Determined to keep the choral spirit alive, we hired a new
formation of the rocks of Maine.
Director via virtual interviews and decided to rehearse
using Zoom—whatever that would mean. About 24 brave
So this summer, all vaccinated, Louis and I will return to members embarked on a journey to learn to navigate
the sites to finish planning the visits. We will keep
virtual rehearsals and meet the challenges of recording
our individual voices. These would eventually be merged
with other voices to produce an online concert.
The Illuminator is a biannual publication of
I am a shy singer. I used to sit in the middle of the very
The University of Maine at Augusta’s Senior College.
talented alto section, surrounded by confident singers
Chair: Carole Baldwin
who kept me on key and in time. In virtual rehearsals, I
am on my own. I make sure I go into the spare room and
Masthead Design: David Guillemette
close the door so no one else in the house can hear me
Photography: Senior College Members
sing. My voice is squeaky and breaks as I hold a long
Production and Design: Ann Sullivan
note. In regular rehearsals, we all cover one another’s
Circulation: Pam St. Peter, Ann Sullivan
mistakes. In virtual rehearsals, we are laid bare. The
UMA Faculty Reps: Pat Clark, Greg Fahy
saving grace is that though we can see one another, none
UMA Liaison and Coordinator: Pam St. Peter
of us can hear anyone else singing—not even the
Director. We rehearse on mute!
Editor: Ann Sullivan
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Our new Director is 30 years old and had met almost
none of us in person. He was faced with 24 senior citizens
who were just learning to use Zoom technology. He gave
us every tool we could ask for to make this venture
possible. Donning his tuxedo and using a metronome, he
recorded himself directing each song exactly the way he
wanted it. He sent that video to our pianist, who recorded
the accompaniment to exactly reflect the Director’s
tempo. And finally, he recorded himself singing the tenor
and bass parts for each number and got a friend to record
the soprano and alto parts—all calibrated to his directing
video. We had every musical model we needed to sing
confidently on pitch and in rhythm.

Putting together a CODA 2021 virtual concert has been a
fascinating endeavor. I have been so impressed by CODA
singers learning how to participate in online meetings,
including finally getting everyone to use the mute button!
Our new Director stayed energetic and enthusiastic,
encouraging us all the way. We all got over our reticence
to create solo recordings and send them off to the Google
Drive. As I hear us singing a rollicking sea shanty, the
haunting “Danny Boy,” or the Black national anthem, I
am proud of the courage and perseverance it took to
produce our half-hour concert. It is a triumph of
determination, innovation, and the love of making music
together—in spite of a pandemic. Bravo, CODA!

Figuring out the technology to record at home was
daunting! A computer to watch the Director, a phone to
record on, headphones to hear the piano, some sort of
La Primavera
Spring
tripod to hold the phone in place...Setting everything up
to read the music without having it show in the video
El invierno se termina
was challenging. Turning the pages silently so that the
El sol brilla
noise didn’t register on the audio and finagling enough
La tierra se calienta
light so that I could see but not create too much glare—I
Los pájaros cantan
needed a production crew! These were recordings of my
Llega la primavera
voice only. My first attempts were cringeworthy! It took
several tries to get a presentable version. Then I had to
figure out how to download my videos to the production
folder from whence they would be included in the
concert track.
Traditional concert wear for women has been a black long
skirt or pants topped with a white, long-sleeved, collared
blouse accented by a narrow red ribbon tied in a bow
around our necks. Our standard for a virtual concert is a
black shirt against a neutral background. I chose a black
turtleneck and was mildly horrified at having to watch
myself sing in the bright lighting and close-up Zoom
images. Though I was originally disgruntled about the

Margaret Bean

Winter ends
The sun shines
The earth warms
The birds sing
Spring arrives
Cheryl Fontaine

Ashley Bryan—Living Fully Every Day

"Still Making Art at 9

Decades... Inspirational
Artist… Philosopher... Poet…
Author… Teacher…
Veteran… Gracious Host...
All-Around Genius..."
Who is this man described by
Paulette Oboyski in an article
for Maine Seniors?

Ashley Bryan is all of this and
more. How to speak of this
Sue Hill, CC BY-SA 4.0 Creaamazing man? Where to begin? tive Commons
Perhaps with last year—2020—
and the push to get him recognized in Maine. Ashley is
well known in the children's literature field. Children,
teachers, and parents recognize him as an authorillustrator of children's books—his most famous being
Beautiful Blackbird. However, Ashley is not as well
known in fine art gallery circles. His friends, the Isaacs,
are leading a movement to change that. A number of his
bland outfit, I realized that I didn’t have to dig out the
works have been gifted to Bates College, and virtual
iron to press that seldom-worn white blouse, could wear exhibits have been held there and in the State Capitol. An
my at-home baggy leggings, and best of all, didn’t have to art trail is underway—linking museums and colleges in
find shoes comfortable enough to stand on risers for an
Maine that will display his works. Last year Governor
hour and a half!
Mills declared July 13th Ashley Bryan Day.
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Known for his illustrations, particularly of African and
African-American folk tales and spirituals, he was
trained as a fine artist at Cooper Union. He attended the
first class of the Skowhegan School of Art and Sculpture
in 1946. That early contact in Maine led to his returning
to the state each summer from his various teaching
positions. He relocated permanently to Isleford after his
retirement as a professor from Dartmouth College. His
impact on that community has been profound. The local
school has been renamed in his honor, and a storytelling
pavilion has been built near his home.

to enjoy a cigar while teaching his class. Now that
would never happen in a classroom!

But the most fun of all is meeting those wonderful fourlegged friends that share our members’ homes! We have
so often seen BC (aka Black Cat) lounging behind Bob
Woodbury. Bob and wife Marion were at the shelter,
looking at two beautiful Siamese sisters they were
seriously considering adopting when Marion felt
something tugging at her
coat. It was BC grabbing
at her coat and talking a
Ashley Bryan has been producing books since he was 6
mile a minute,
years old and has over 50 books credited to his name.
explaining why they
He was the first African-American to publish a
should take him home.
children's book both as author and illustrator. But his art
He was a little over a
extends well beyond his paintings and illustrations to
year old then. He is 16
line drawings, collage, and block prints. He has taken
now and still talking.
found objects from the beaches of his Maine island
home, transforming them into puppets and stained-glass Chairman Meow has provided a lot of
windows.
moral support to Peter Ezzy as he and
His most recent book and second memoir, Infinite Hope his other two amigos, Chet Day and
Art Ray, undertook the daunting task
(published in 2019), profoundly reflects how art has
of bringing Classic Films for Senior
sustained him throughout life. He kept his drawing
College to our movie lovers via Zoom.
materials in his gas mask when he was stationed in
This was a major challenge, but with
Europe in World War II, and he noted, "Drawing was
the only way to keep my humanity." This book itself is Chairman’s support, the class was a
huge success
an art treasure as well as a reflection on his war
experiences, including the discrimination that he and
Have you heard that Diane
fellow African-American soldiers encountered.
Dionne’s Spanish class has gone
to the dogs! In this case, that
Ashley has a joie de vivre that radiates from him in his
would be Findlay. He is a West
work, his readings, and his persona. He told Carl Little,
Highland Terrier, and his name
art book author, "Whether I am working with puppets,
means ‘White Warrior.’ At one
sea glass, a painting, or a book, it's all the same
time, he was fiercely
challenge: how can I live that moment because it's all I
independent, but as he has aged,
have and I've only one life." And Ashley, though nearly
he has become a bit needy and likes to sit on Nancy
100, lives it fully every day.
Perkins’s lap during the Spanish 1 class. Diane says, “So
Jane Woodruff
all of my students in Spanish class know the words for
girl cat and boy cat from early on. (The third chapter in
Let’s Get Personal!
our book is about animals.) It
was really appropriate, then,
On the surface, meeting on Zoom seems much more
that we were finally able to
impersonal than getting together on campus. But that is actually see each other’s
not always the case. After all, in the past year, we have pets.” Diane’s own kitty,
ventured into our classmates’ living rooms, kitchens,
Rosie, decided she wanted
and spare bedrooms. We have had a peek at their
equal time.
interests and passions. Joan Farnsworth has an amazing
star chart on the wall behind her, and did you notice the
beautiful seascape above the fireplace at Stephanie
Patricia Clark is Director
Harkness’s home? A few of our members have shared
of Early Childhood
their travels with us. Ann Sullivan has taken us to
Studies at UMA and is the
Morocco, and we traveled to Barcelona, Spain, thanks to
faculty representative to
Peter Rosenberg. We have even been to outer space via
our Senior College Board
Joe Longtin’s fantastic photograph of the Space Station
of Directors. Her assistant,
crossing the tail of the Neowise comet. And there is a
Tobi, has made an
certain instructor, who shall remain nameless, who likes
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The U.S. Navy Invades the Midwest?

occasional appearance at a Board meeting, but seemed to
find the whole process a bit tedious.
The Board of Directors is not the only
group with furry representation. Felines
are also well represented on the Office
Committee. Miss Marple is Ann
Sullivan’s cozy companion, and at the age
of 17, she clearly qualifies for Senior
College. She hasn’t been seen much in our
Zoom classes, but she certainly has been
heard. Ann tells us that, “Over the years,
the two of us have established a regular routine, not just
for mealtimes but also for petting sessions. When my little
detective consults the watch on her paw and concludes
that my Versa II must surely be out of order, she emits
great stentorious meows.”

This big boy is Jasper, and he is in
charge at the Fiedler residence. Kay
adopted him from the Waterville
Humane Society 7 years ago, and he’s
been training her ever since. Among
other things, she’s learned to turn on
the water in the bathroom sink so he
can drink fresh running water. He also
makes sure she gets some exercise
since he is often on the wrong side of
the door to his favorite location, the sunporch.

In 1959, I was a 21-year-old electronics technician aboard
the U.S.S. Forrest B. Royal DD-872, a destroyer stationed
in Newport, Rhode Island. That spring, we were notified
our ship would be part of a 28-ship armada that would
enter the St. Lawrence River, traverse the Welland Canal
around Niagara Falls, and then continue on to the Great
Lakes. This trip was called Operation Inland Seas. It was
a celebration of the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway
to the ships of the world to all the Great Lakes—to its
westernmost terminal, Duluth, Minnesota, at the tip of
Lake Superior.
This would be the first time warships were allowed into
the Great Lakes since the War of 1812. The WebsterAshburton Treaty (the same treaty that established the
boundaries between Maine and Canada) had forbidden
warships in those waters.
In June, we left Newport for Annapolis where we picked
up several midshipmen who would travel with us. On our
way to the mouth of the St. Lawrence River, we
participated in training exercises. We highlined the
Commander of Destroyer Squadron 10 aboard.

Highlining is a procedure during which ropes are
stretched between two ships. A person sits on a metal
chair that is hung on the ropes. The men on the receiving
ship pull him across, all while the two ships are underway
Cheryl Fontaine came home from – each of them leaning from side to side during the
transfer. The secret to keeping the chair on the line is
her DEP job one day 12 years
holding the line taught. The only way the chair can come
ago with more than her usual
equipment. That was the day two off is if it pauses while exactly upside down. That
kittens (Fidget & Tip) joined the happened to a lieutenant we were transferring once, but
not on this trip. Fortunately, a trailing destroyer picked
family. Tip occasionally shows
up at Louis’s meetings, but he does not believe in casual him up. Refueling underway is a similar exercise except
Fridays! He is always attired in his beautiful gray tuxedo that a large hose is pulled to the ship being refueled.
and white gloves.
We also had depth charge exercises. When the weapon
explodes underwater, there is no big fountain flung in the
Henrietta Baker gets the award for
air like you see in the movies. Just sort of a rounded
being the most dedicated “Mom” with mound of water on the surface, like a really big burp.
so many furry (and finned) friends.
Sorry for the disillusionment…
Four dogs, one cat, and three fish tanks
must take a lot of time! This adorable We gathered in Lac St. Louis just outside Montreal with
little sleepyhead is her West Highland several Canadian destroyers. We maneuvered into two
Terrier, Gwen. She is not telling what
lines facing each
class she was attending, but it would seem the instructor
other. Between us
needs to pick up the pace to keep Gwen engaged.
sailed the H.M.Y.
Britannia carrying
While Zoom may never replace the warmth of human
Queen Elizabeth
contact—of meeting, chatting, and sharing hugs with our
and President
Senior College friends—the chance to virtually slip into
Eisenhower
their homes for a brief time and meet those four-legged
reviewing us from
members of the household has certainly been a treat.
the bridge. The
forward guns on
Kay Fiedler
each of the ships
The U.S. Gearing-class destroyer
U.S.S. Forrest Royal (DD-872), Public Domain
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took turns, presenting them with a 21-gun salute, while
the crews on deck provided the HIP-HIP-HOORAYS.

Closet Conspiracy

Why would my outfit not cooperate? This was a
mystery to me on a rushed Monday morning. As the
minutes clicked by and sweat formed on my brow, I
questioned why my ensemble would so disappoint me
and make me late. After all, I had spent my Sunday
evening passionately trying to piece together the perfect
outfit! Was I not going to have even a minute for a
After a four-day wait, our turn came to pass through the coffee or a bite to eat as I readied myself for a long
week ahead of work?
Welland Canal, into Lake Ontario and Lake Erie, and
then on to our first stop, Detroit, between Lakes Erie
The new shirt, deeply textured and soft, immediately
and Huron. It was time to show the Navy to the people; worked well with the wool sweater that I had purchased
however, the people had a different idea—to show the to be its soulmate. I had made sure to take time the
Navy the midwest. At each stop, cars would line up at
night before to introduce them to one another, arranging
the dock, waiting for us to get our liberty passes so they for them to spend time together in a suitable area in my
could take us home for a home-cooked meal. We
closet. The two brushed up against one another, hanging
couldn’t pay for
side by side, arm in arm, as I found the skirt and jewelry
anything in bars,
that would help support this perfectly arranged union.
movies, or
sporting events. I Feeling confident that this matched pairing would work,
saw a Tigers game I closed my closet doors until morning. Quiet fell upon
in Detroit and an my room as one day gave way to the next. The
unwelcome 4:52 alarm screamed out to awaken me
Indians game in
Cleveland. When from my warm and supportive bed. Alarm switched off,
closet doors reopened as the morning ritual began, and I
we visited
readied myself, half-awake for a stark Monday morning
Cleveland, we
Bob with the late Jim Blumer, of whom Bob
sharply contrasted by a leisurely weekend.
were given
has many fond memories
business cards that
As I approached the clothing, I smiled, imagining just
said “Guest of the City of Cleveland.” In Detroit, at a
U.S.O. dance, a girl I danced with was an agent. One of how well the outfit would prepare me in my suit of
perfectly matched armor—ready for the battle of rush,
her clients was a friend from Boston with an all-night
jazz show; he had been transferred to Detroit to feed the rush, rush...What? Wait, what is going on?
show to the two coasts. He met us, I stayed overnight
Somehow the clothing had conspired against me as I
with his family, then he loaned me his new Ford
slept. “I can’t wear this!” Minutes steadily clicked by in
convertible to tool around in the next two days.
my frantic search to find another suitable mate for my
We then traveled from Detroit to the westernmost port new shirt. The rapid-fire process of closet speed dating
started slowly and soon became fever-pitched as the
on the Great Lakes, Duluth-Superior harbor. After a
mountain of discarded rejections grew higher and
three-day stay, we started back home, stopping at Port
higher on my closet floor.
Huron, Michigan, and Cleveland, Ohio.
My darting eyes turned to see that it was now 6:10
While in Duluth, I met
am—“No!” There was still no magical pairing that
my future wife, who was
would result in a harmonious union. Exasperated and
out picking up sailors...
with no time left for a formal or even a hasty courtship,
ACTUALLY, I
I retrieved from the pile the original sweater, now a bit
introduced myself while
less fresh than it once was. I forcefully reintroduced the
she was looking at shoes
contrary pair as the time for choice was over. The
in a Baker Shoe Store
couple must make a life together and make due.
window. We were
together for three days. A
Ironically, as I entered the school building, panicked
year later, in July, she came to Maine for two weeks. In from my morning, one of my homeroom students said,
October, I drove to Duluth, and we were married after
“You look very nice today, Mrs. Dawes.”
being together a total of 17 days over a year-and-a-half.
I let out a big sigh and nodded my head in thankful
Our 60th anniversary was last October.
acceptance.
Bob Woodbury
Kim Dawes
When we left for the Welland Canal, the Britannia was
tied up to a dock. Several sailors were over the side,
hand-polishing (simonizing) the sides of this 412-foot
ship. Four “life rafts” were lashed to each side—40-foot
boats, built on the same frame as P.T. boats, each
capable of crossing the Atlantic.
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had to be completed before you got your merit badge.
Learning anything is a step-by-step process that can take
I’ve been thinking about Merit time. Having the structure of a class helps, along with the
badges recently and how we
freedom to study when you want. Maybe as adults, we
all deserve a few for the last
don’t always give ourselves the time to start at the
year. Remember merit badges? beginning and go through the steps. We’re adults. We
When I was a Girl Scout, there should be able to just pick up a skill, we think. We forget
was a manual with pages of
that we learned to read with Dick and Jane and worked
skills you could attain if you
our way up. If we’re trying to find one positive feature of
just completed the tasks listed the last year, maybe it’s that it’s given us the time to
on the page. You would get a learn how to learn and earn a few merit badges.
round, cloth badge designating
Barbara Coriell
your achievement, and your
mother would sew it on your sash—unless you were a
The Year That Was…
boy who went to a Jamboree and traded the badges like
baseball cards.
Quarantine...Social distancing... Masking... DDD….
I was reminded of badges when I was vaccinated and got Zoom... CDC...Executive orders... Curbside
service... Long-distance learning... In-person... These
my round sticker. And then there’s the round sticker: “I
terms and more have defined our new reality.
Voted.” It would be nice if, rather than stickers, there
were adult merit badges, especially for last year’s
Upended by a pandemic that took us unaware, we have
achievements. We could all get badges in social
lived a new reality this past year. In that time, we have
distancing, and probably Zoom meeting and maybe mask learned to greet one another at a 6' distance fully masked.
making. I would apply for badges in gardening,
Elbow bumps have replaced handshakes. Family and
landscaping, pizza making, and bread baking with a
friends meet and celebrate special occasions via Zoom.
sourdough designation. But the one I’m proudest of is the Shopping is often online or curbside or, if in stores, with
badge I’m closing in on for piano.
limited numbers of customers. Schools grapple with
I’ve been trying to learn how to play the piano my whole online, in-person learning, and a mix of the two.
life. I grew up in a house with a concert grand piano
In the midst of all this, we have
consuming most of the living room. I was supposed to
learned some valuable lessons.
practice 30 minutes a day. I didn’t. In college, I took
Staying home forces us to look
lessons from a Conservatory student. The practice hall
around—seeing all the little things
was filled with little rooms with Steinways. I loved the
we have been missing in the
space, the quiet, the pianos. I just didn’t learn how to
“busyness” of our lives. The birds.
play. As an adult, I bought an old upright. The piano
The plants. The changing seasons.
tuner asked how much I paid for it and laughed. It sat
We have explored our state,
unused. Finally, I have reached retirement and a
seeking the outdoors and
pandemic lockdown. Now is the time; seize the year!
adventures that have led us away
from our devices. We have learned
I had purchased a keyboard piano in 2019 with the
assistance of my neighbor Frank Dionne. It sounded great more than we might even want to
know about the workings of our
at our community Christmas party when he played it.
government. We have sought ways
Again, I didn’t play, but every day when I looked at the
keyboard, I knew I would. Then a few things fell in line, to enhance community as art
scavenger hunts were set up for kids in the early days of
along with the isolation of a pandemic. I had taken a
the pandemic. Touring town to see Christmas lights and
music theory class at UMASC. It was great, and it
opened up the logic of how music works. I pulled out my decorations replaced the traditional Christmas tree
old copy of How to Play Piano Despite Years of Lessons. lighting with kids singing Christmas carols.
New insights. Then I purchased the Great Courses’ How The pandemic has brought so many losses and
to Play Piano along with Alfred’s Basic Adult Piano,
limitations, but it also has opened us up to becoming
Book 1. I’m learning about chords and keys and why they more reflective, creative, and so aware of our need for
call it major or minor, and what is a G7 anyway? I’m
connectedness. Let us not lose the wisdom we have
starting to understand how music is constructed, so I’m
gained from this experience. In the meantime, remember
not just searching for notes – I feel like I’m playing the
to stay safe with DDD (Distance Density Duration) as we
piano.
return to the new "normal."
So maybe this is why they had those lists of tasks that
Jane Woodruff

My 2020 Merit Badges
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The Treasure of Painting near Taos, NM
Mountain ranges with names like Sandia, which means
watermelon, and Sangre de Cristo, which means the
blood of Christ… These describe the striking colors of
the rising or setting sun over our American Southwest.
No wonder artists and photographers can’t get enough of
it; they travel from all over the world to revel in the
colors, textures, and variety of the landscape. The light
over the mountains and forests, desert and plains, adobe
houses, churches, and Indian pueblos is magical. The
influence of many diverse cultural groups and
individuals, who manage to live together in harmony, is
felt and seen.
Painting this
landscape was
fulfilling on so
many levels.
First, there was
the joy of being
there and
feeling the
magic in
person, taking
pictures
everywhere I
looked, and immersing myself in the ethos of land and
sky. I was driving north from Taos toward Colorado. I
passed the Earth Ships (modern homes built half
underground to take advantage of the earth’s constant
temperature for heating and cooling). Then I came upon
grazing land that stretched out toward the immense
Sangre de Cristo mountains. Suddenly I noticed a herd of
wild horses wandering, and next, a large pond where I
imagined the horses coming to drink in the evening. In
front of the pond grew tall grasses full of fall color.
Beyond the pond, plateaus of various heights stretched
back toward the snow-covered peaks in a series of prairie
and rolling ridges receding westward. It was incredibly
dramatic and compelling, and I knew I had to try to paint
it.

heavily with snow, while the next ridge still boasted
snow, but not everywhere. The top of the third ridge was
dark in shadow, while portions of the front of that ridge
were lit up with a rich adobe reddish brown.
Toward the front of the painting, colors became warmer.
The land just behind the pond featured sage and sprucecolored trees and brush, straw-colored grasses, sand,
rocks on the shore of the lake, and snow here and there.
The blue and aqua of the water with its highlights and
shadows are a welcome relief to the senses, followed by
the foreground grasses, which seemed to contain every
earthly color except green. Sagebrush plants in the front
right corner offer a dramatic contrast with their lighter
colors, so they practically leap off the canvas. They
contain the only bits of green in
front of the pond.
I spent the winter immersed in
painting this canvas, just a little
at a time, because it was so
fulfilling, and I wanted the
experience to last. I didn’t
know whether I would ever
have such an enchanting
subject to paint again.
Incidentally, New Mexico is
called the “Land of Enchantment.”
I also wanted this final painting, after 25 years of living
in New Mexico, to be a success and to enjoy it for the
rest of my life. And I will. It takes me back in many
ways. My elder daughter worked at a summer camp near
this scene, and we visited her there. It was her spirit
place. And on the other side of those mountains, my
family owned a cabin near Chama, New Mexico, where
my younger daughter and I rode our horses all summer.
There we created priceless, cherished memories with our
girls and horses. This painting, and my memories, will
keep me always connected to the magic.
Kathleen Jameson

The Plague Churches of
Venice

The canvas needed to be large because the scene was
immense. I knew I would have to paint it in stages, and
I started with the sky and the highest peaks. The snowcovered peaks and the cloud-filled sky were similar in
color and value—shades of blue, gray, and white. I
needed to differentiate them, but not with a definitive
horizon line. I wanted the viewer to have to look for it.
The highest and most distant mountains were covered

To celebrate our 25th Wedding
Anniversary, my husband and I
traveled to Venice, Italy. Venice is a
truly beautiful city, and we enjoyed it
all—the art, the architecture, the music
in St. Mark’s square, the food, the
people, the church bells, and the light
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reflected from the canals.
she explains why each of the “spotlighted” women took
What made an impression on center stage.
me at the time and resonates
The Elsie Viles Story
today are two of its churches,
We held one of our last
Palladio’s Il Redentore and
classes at the beautiful Viles
Longhena’s Santa Maria della
Estate in Augusta, Maine.
Salute. Both are plague
Patsy West welcomed our
churches built in response to
Santa Maria della Salute
CC BY 4.0,
group. She worked for many
devastating encounters with
photo by Jean-Pol Grandmont
years as Elsie Viles’s
bubonic plague.
personal assistant, so it was a
For millennia, people around the world have suffered and The Viles Estate,
special treat for us to hear
died during epidemics. Homer’s Iliad recounts the Greeks photo by Linwood Riggs
Patsy speak to us about her.
suffering from the plague caused by Apollo’s arrows, and
Exodus tells of the plagues of Egypt. From the 14th to the Elsie was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Her
father, a dentist, died when she was a child, so her mother
17th centuries, waves of bubonic plague, known as the
moved her three children to Waterville and then to
Black Death, ravaged Europe.
Augusta to be closer to family. Elsie’s growing-up years
Artists have responded to epidemics during the past 1,000 were happy and memorable. She attended Augusta
years by producing art and architecture that reflect the
schools and graduated from Cony High School; afterward,
ravages of the epidemic as well as the culture and times of she worked for the Kennebec Journal until her marriage to
its occurrence. In overwhelmingly religious and Roman
widower William Payson Viles in 1955.
Catholic Venice, the response to the plague was to build
great churches. They were dedicated to Jesus or Mary or After Elsie’s husband died in 1986, she never gave up on
her commitment to the people of Augusta and the tradition
plague saints who were asked to intercede with God and
of giving in a public and prominent manner. She
save the people from the plague. From 1575 to 1577,
established the Elsie and William Viles Foundation. Its
bubonic plague ravaged Venice, killing thirty percent of
mission is to support charitable, scientific, literary, and
the population. During this time, the Venetian Senate
educational endeavors. We often hear about foundations
sought deliverance by appealing to Christ and
commissioning the building of Il Redentore, the Church of but never really know to what extent they really better
Christ the Redeemer designed by Palladio. They decreed a people’s lives. Elsie Viles was very active in making sure
that the Foundation fulfilled the Viles’ mandate. Concrete
yearly procession to commemorate deliverance from the
plague, a November procession that continues to this day. examples of her success include the results of major
fundraising campaigns: the Maine General Hospital,
Plague struck Venice once again in 1630. The city
Cony High School, the Kennebec Valley YMCA, the
appealed to the Virgin Mary with a pledge to build a
Kennebec Valley Humane Society, and the Viles
church in her honor if she would intercede for them to be Arboretum.
spared. The church built in her honor is the beautiful
Priscille Michaud
Santa Maria della Salute, Our Lady of Good Health.
Statues at the high altar represent Venice, Madonna and
Cornelia Thurza Crosby
Child, and a decrepit figure representing the plague being
driven away by a small angel. A yearly event celebrating
the end of the plague occurs at Santa Maria della Salute in A very different kind of woman was
Cornelia Thurza Crosby (1884-1946),
July.
otherwise known as “Fly Rod.” From
Phillips, Maine, she became a role model to
Plague-inspired art from past centuries can be found
young women around the nation,
throughout Europe and includes paintings, plague
churches, statues, plague columns, and plague banners. In encouraging them to be independent and
athletic. “Fly Rod” was very passionate
the 21st century, our understanding of germ theory has
changed, and our population is now diverse in its beliefs. about outdoor sports and the Maine woods. Public Domain
In 1897, she became the first Licensed
Still, we experience epidemics. I wonder what works of
Registered Maine Guide. Her popular newspaper columns
artistic expression this pandemic will inspire.
attracted thousands of men and women to Maine’s lakes,
Andrea Ostrofsky
streams, and woods. Cornelia published many exciting
stories about the Maine woods, especially the Rangely
Editor’s note: In 2020, Linda Williams and Sue
Lake area, and her tales in the magazine Fly Rod’s
O’Halloran offered a class called Maine Women Take
Notebook became legendary.
Center Stage, a celebration of the 100th anniversary of the
legalization of women’s right to vote. Priscille Michaud
Priscille Michaud
has put together this continuing series of stories in which
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clothing and accessories.
Elizabeth thoroughly
Bob Dodge enjoyed wearing hats
always had and had quite a variety
an insight to of them. It was always
share…and fun to see what she
share he
would be wearing—
often
perhaps cute jeans with
did. His
sparkles or beautiful
experiences dresses in the summer—
throughout all complemented by a
his life
hat of the appropriate color and design.
provided
After moving back to Augusta from her many years in
him an
outlook that Louisiana, Elizabeth joined UMASC and participated in
was his alone. Sometimes his ideas and thoughts seemed Duane Prugh’s travel courses. Soon she was helping
Duane organize his travel courses—such as the big tree
to rankle his fellow Senior College classmates, and I
think that was just fine with him. Those witticisms and and lighthouse excursions. She took many art classes
ideas seemed to keep a sparkle in his eye, and I, for one, and also taught some. Elizabeth was a very talented
artist using different media. She loved wood carving and
was glad for that.
had a group come to her home every week to work on
Both as an instructor and as a fellow board member, it
projects.
was my privilege to get to know Bob. He was always
In addition to the art classes, Elizabeth took a wide
well prepared and ready to help with the project at
hand. But I also enjoyed his friendship outside the circle variety of courses at Senior College--such as Stephanie
of UMASC. On those days when I would sit in the café Harkness’s Soul Collage and Mike Bell’s history classes.
at Barnes and Noble (remember those days?) preparing She was friends with Gail Brown and assisted her in the
notes for the next class, I would often see Bob come into intuition classes. Gail commented: “Elizabeth is the best
example of still waters run deep. I met Elizabeth as a
the store. After he finished with his task at hand, he
student in my intuition class. Her vigor to understand the
would track me down, pull up a chair and visit for a
spell. I always appreciated that connection. I suspect that power within (that we all can claim to) took her on a
I will miss those times—talking politics and literature— beautiful path. As years passed, we became good
friends, and we shared our deep philosophical thoughts
the most.
and passions. One moment we’d be in a deep
Mike Bell
conversation; the next, we’d be laughing like school
girls. I would say to people, I want to be like Elizabeth
Elizabeth Humphrey—In Memoriam
when I grow up. Her grace, integrity, and dignity were
just a few of her qualities. To me, she was just Lizzie,
If you knew Elizabeth, you are no doubt aware of the
my dear friend.”
many contributions she made to UMASC. Because she
was very modest about her professional achievements,
Elizabeth also joined the Curriculum Committee and the
you perhaps did not know about them. Dr. Humphrey
UMASC Board of Directors. She was on each
was Dean of Louisiana State University’s School of
committee for many years and contributed with her
Nursing for 10 years. She was also a former president of valuable knowledge. But she was especially dedicated to
the Louisiana State Board of Nursing and the Louisiana the Office Committee. Each semester, she and Duane
State Nurses Association. Among her numerous
created a catalog with the schedules and course
accomplishments at LSU was the establishment of the
descriptions, and they processed the registrations. They
Office of Nursing Research and Evaluation. She also set kept the mailing list current. They developed a manual
up a program whereby registered nurses could earn
describing the procedures necessary for the efficient
bachelor’s degrees in nursing after two more years of
running of the office. Elizabeth enjoyed being our
study. In addition, she developed a master’s degree
photographer for all the class activities and events. And
program in nurse anesthesia and planned programs in
Elizabeth and Duane helped Bev distribute classroom
advanced-practice nursing.
books and materials at the beginning of each semester.

Bob Dodge—In Memoriam

Bev Ludden remembers Elizabeth as a very kind and
Elizabeth Humphrey dedicated many hours to help
giving “classy” lady. She had a big smile and a twinkle UMASC run smoothly. She is truly missed by all who
in her eyes. Elizabeth, or Betty to some, had several
knew her.
signatures that she was proud of. She loved purple (and
Gail Brown, Kay Fiedler, Bev Ludden
red) and wore many variations of those colors in her
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SUMMER LECTURE SERIES: UMASC will be offering a Summer Lecture Series in August. This
will include an in-person tour of the gardens at the Vaughn Homestead in Hallowell. Elizabeth
Reinsborough, Mike Bell, and Frank Johnson will be making presentations on Zoom. The series will
also include an introduction to Avian Haven, a bird rehabilitation center in Freedom, Maine.
FALL CLASSES: The Office and Curriculum Committees are currently working on plans for the fall
semester that we expect will include something we have all been waiting for—in-person classroom
offerings! Some classes will continue to be offered via Zoom, especially when instructors are not
from the area, allowing for more diverse course offerings. Plus, some classes will likely include both
in-person and Zoom options (hybrid). All this is still in the works and will depend on State and UMA
mandates come fall. Check the website for updates later in the summer.
VOLUNTEER: If you have been enjoying UMASC courses and activities, please be aware that all
programming is coordinated and presented by volunteers. Volunteers make our Senior College work!
You may want to consider volunteering for one of our committees, teaching a class, or being part of
our lecture series. New ideas and new energy keep UMASC going strong! Contact us at
office@umasc.org.
MAINE SENIOR COLLEGE NETWORK: UMASC belongs to the Maine Senior College Network.
Check it out: https://www.maineseniorcollege.org/. There’s lots of useful information, a wonderful
newsletter, and information about courses offered by other Senior Colleges. Did you know that, as a
member of UMA Senior College, you are eligible take courses at any of the other 16 Senior Colleges,
provided they have space? If you sign up, you will receive timely information about these offerings.
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